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the roofline of the car is low and steep, the design of the front and rear end intended to give the impression of the senna's large winglets. the large rear wing appears to resemble the wing manufactured by
richard vince on bmw of munich, adding extra aerodynamic stability and downforce. this gives the impression of a pusher configuration, as the front wheels are pushed further forward and lifted. the third wheel,

forward of the wheels, acts as a front spoiler to stabilise the car. the carbon fiber rams door facings of the mclaren senna are darker in colour and more prominent than the traditional mclaren design which is
similar to lamborghini's. two types of engine mounts have been used for the v8 engine. all are made of carbon fibre and weigh very little. the front engine mount sits low in the chassis and has no suspension

function. it is a carbon fibre cylinder head gasket bolted to the front of the engine with two carbon fibre cylinder baseplates. at the rear of the v8 is a four-piece composite engine mount, a large "belly pan" which
is a large carbon fibre box with engine mounts and dampers inside and a 400kg electrical battery behind the engine. this is strapped to the chassis using steel supports and is connected to the rest of the car

with a mount between the two sides of the engine and the body. a steel plate under the floor of the engine room is heavily reinforced, with a crush zone that is hollow so that if the floor is cracked or damaged
the fluid can escape and this will protect the oil. the truck cab is unique, meant for location shooting, and as such has no space inside, and no glass. the engine is the special, racing engine used for its

performance, but cooled by a bucket of water, also used to keep the engine warm. the brakes are also fabricated for performance, down to the custom sealed brake pads and updated master cylinder. the
engine, plow attachment and the seats are all fabricated by the school and includes innovative custom bolts.
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